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Summary. This is a comparative study of the multiple ways of measuring dissimilarities between state sequences. The originality of the study is the focus put on the differences between
sequences that are sociologically important when studying life courses such as family life trajectories or professional careers. These differences essentially concern the sequencing (the
order in which successive states appear), the timing and the duration of the spells in successive
states. The study examines the sensitivity of the measures to these three aspects analytically
and empirically by means of simulations. Even if some distance measures underperform, the
study shows that there is no universally optimal distance index, and that the choice of a measure depends on which aspect we want to focus on. From the review and simulation results, the
paper derives guidelines to help the end user to choose the right dissimilarity measure for her
or his research objectives. This study also introduces novel ways of measuring dissimilarities
that overcome some flaws in existing measures.
Keywords: Dissimilarity; Distance; Duration; Optimal matching; Sequencing; Spells; State
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1.

Introduction

Abbott (1983) stressed the relevance of sequence methods to the social sciences and founded
theoretically the use of sequence analysis on narrative positivism (Abbott, 1992). Since then,
sequence analysis has become popular, and particularly so-called optimal matching (OM) analysis (Abbott and Forrest, 1986; Abbott and Hrycak, 1990). Sequence analysis is now a key
method used to study the spans of life trajectories and careers (e.g. Bras et al. (2010), Widmer
and Ritschard (2009) and Schumacher et al. (2012)). The strength of the sequence approach is
the holistic view that it provides by dealing with whole trajectories. This allows us to determine
trajectory patterns that account for all states of interest experienced during the period considered. In contrast, survival or event history analyses focus on the hazard of—or time to—a
speciﬁc event, and do not give an overall view of how the trajectories are organized.
An OM analysis measures pairwise dissimilarities between sequences and then identiﬁes
‘types’ of pattern by clustering the sequences based on these dissimilarities. Beneath clustering
analyses, other dissimilarity-based methods have also proven useful when investigating sequence
data. For instance, Abbott (1983) mentioned multi-dimensional scaling, Massoni et al. (2009)
used self-organizing maps, Studer et al. (2011) showed how to run analysis-of-variance like
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analyses and to grow regression trees on sequence data, and Gabadinho and Ritschard (2013)
searched for non-redundant typical patterns with the densest neighbourhoods.
Despite often being referred to as ‘OM analysis’, so named by Abbott and Forrest (1986)
after the edit distance they used, a dissimilarity-based analysis is in no way restricted to OM
distances. The methods also work with other measures of dissimilarity, and, as we shall see,
many different distances have been proposed. For example, there are χ2 -distances that have been
adapted for sequence data, which essentially measure differences in state distributions (e.g. Deville and Saporta (1983) and Grelet (2002)). There are also distances based on counts of common
attributes, e.g. matching states (Hamming, 1950; Bergroth et al., 2000) or matching subsequences
(Elzinga and Studer, 2015), and multiple variants of editing dissimilarity measures, such as OM,
that evaluate differences according to the cost of ‘editing’ one sequence into the other (e.g. Levenshtein (1966), Hollister (2009), Halpin (2010), Lesnard (2010) and Biemann (2011)).
Measuring the dissimilarity between sequences (i.e. a pairwise comparison of the sequences)
is the common and crucial starting point for all dissimilarity-based sequence methods. Therefore, in choosing a dissimilarity measure, it is important that we understand what we want to
account for before quantitatively evaluating the difference between two sequences. This study
contributes to this understanding by identifying the aspects (e.g. constituent states, sequencing, timing and duration) in which sequences may differ, and studying how various dissimilarity
measures account for these aspects. This study of dissimilarity measures comprises an organized
descriptive review and is original in that it focuses on those aspects of sequence differences that
matter in the social sciences. In addition, we conduct a simulation study to examine how these
measures behave with respect to those aspects.
Alongside this review, we propose two new distance measures and three original strategies
to set OM costs. The ﬁrst new distance measure is an edit measure—OM between sequences
of spells—that consistently accounts for differences in the time that is spent in the distinct
successive states (DSSs). The second is a reformulation of the OM of transition sequences that
was introduced by Biemann (2011). The variant proposed drastically reduces the number of
parameters. With regard to setting the OM costs, we ﬁrst propose an original solution to set
data-driven insertion and deletion, indel, costs based on state frequencies. Second, we suggest
the use of the Gower distance to determine the substitution costs for a mix of quantitative and
qualitative state attributes. Finally, we propose to deﬁne substitution costs as a χ2 -distance that
stresses the similarity between states sharing the same future.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We ﬁrst set the framework by specifying the kinds of sequences that we consider, and the different aspects that we may want the
dissimilarity measures to reﬂect. We then present the dissimilarity measures reviewed and their
theoretical properties. In the following section, we examine the behaviour of the measures by
using artiﬁcially generated data, and we empirically study how the measures are related to each
other. Finally, we conclude the paper by providing guidelines on how to select an appropriate
measure.
All measures that are presented in this paper are available in the latest version of the TraMineR
R library. See the TraMineR Web site (http://traminer.unige.ch) for explanations on
how to compute these measures.
2.

Sequences and distances

2.1. Definitions and notation
We consider categorical sequences, deﬁned as an ordered list of successive elements chosen from
a ﬁnite alphabet, Σ. For sequences describing life trajectories, the elements in the sequences are
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usually in chronological order. In addition, in discrete time state sequences, the position in the
sequence conveys time information so that the difference between two positions deﬁnes a duration. For example, assuming positions correspond to ages in years, knowing that an individual
is in state ‘full-time work’ from positions 20 to 29, we can conclude that the individual worked
full time for 10 years.
The natural way to encode a state sequence is to list the successive elements. For example,
the trajectory of someone working ‘full time’, F, for 2 years and then ‘part time’, P, for 3 years
is represented as F–F–P–P–P. We can also encode the sequence in a more compact way as F2 –
P3 . In other words, we simply list the DSSs and add a duration stamp—in this case, as the
superscript—indicating the number of successive positions in that state (i.e. the length of the
spell in the state). Apart from being compact, the latter form also facilitates comparing the
sequencing and duration of spells in the same state. In the remainder of this study, we shall use
the term spell to refer to the whole spell spent in the same state.

2.2. Differences between sequences
State sequences are complex objects that provide many different pieces of information, such as
total and consecutive time spent in each state, the timing of states and the state order. Kruskal
(1983), page 207, distinguished four different ways—or transformation operations—in which
sequences may differ: substitutions, indels, compressions and expansions, and transpositions or
swaps. These transformation-based distinctions make sense in ﬁelds such as biology, computer
science and speech research, and motivated the basic operations that are considered in edit
distances. In the social sciences, the life trajectory of one individual can hardly be considered
to be the result of a transformation of the trajectory of another person. Therefore, our interest
when comparing sequences is not in the transformation of one sequence to another, but in how
the sequences differ in socially meaningful aspects. In line with the distinctions that were made
by Settersten and Mayer (1997) and Billari et al. (2006), we identify the following important
aspects:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

experienced states—the distinct elements of the alphabet present in the sequence;
distribution—the within-sequence state distribution (total time);
timing—the age or date at which each state appears;
duration—the spell lengths in the distinct successive states;
sequencing—the order of the distinct successive states.

The ﬁrst basic aspect of interest when comparing the trajectories of two individuals is the list
of distinct states that each experiences. This is what Dijkstra and Taris (1995) and Elzinga (2003)
implicitly referred to when stating that two sequences with no common state are maximally
dissimilar. (Note that this claim would not hold if some states can be considered to be more
similar than others.) The notion of experienced states is also related to the quantum that was
deﬁned by Billari et al. (2006) as the count of experienced events. In addition to the list of
experienced states, we may want to examine the total time spent in each distinct state. This tells
us the distribution of the states within each sequence. Knowing the distribution is useful, for
example, when studying the effect of total exposure times. For instance, we may want to examine
the effect that the total amount of time spent unemployed has on a person’s health status at
retirement. However, differences in the presence or absence of states, or in the distribution of
the states within the sequences, do not account for how the states occur along the longitudinal
axis. Therefore, in a sequence analysis, these differences should be used in conjunction with
other dimensions.
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The timing of the states (i.e. the age—or date—at which we are in a given state) or the time
that events occur, such as the start of a spell (Settersten and Mayer, 1997) in a given state, is a
sociologically important aspect. For instance, life course literature often stresses the role of age
norms in the construction of life trajectories (Widmer et al., 2003). Moreover, the social reality
that is reﬂected by a state often depends on its position in the trajectory. For example, Rousset
et al. (2012) observed that the effect of unstable employment on the professional integration
trajectory increases with age. In addition, in his study on the way that couples use time, Lesnard
(2010) claimed that differences between ‘no partner working’ and ‘only one partner working’
reﬂect a very different reality when observed during the day or night. Then, spell duration, the
consecutive time that is spent in the same state, is another way to account for time (see Settersten
and Mayer (1997), who even considered the more general concept of spacing to refer to the time
between any two events or transitions). Instead of the precise timing, spell duration refers to
the time that elapses between the start and the end of a signiﬁcant spell. The spell durations,
such as the time lived alone before marrying, or the duration of a jobless episode, are important
aspects within people’s life courses. Spell duration is different from the information that is
provided by the state distribution in that it gives the consecutive exposure time, rather than
the total, but not necessarily consecutive exposure time. Unlike the state distribution, the spell
duration allows us, for example, to distinguish between long-term unemployment and multiple
short-term unemployment episodes.
Finally, sequencing, the order in which states (or events) are experienced, is another socially
sound dimension. The role of sequencing norms in the construction of life trajectories is at
least as important as the role of age norms and has been emphasized by, for example, Hogan
(1978). For example, experiencing childbirth before or after marriage reﬂects different ways of
life. Abbott (1990) identiﬁed sequencing as the key concept in sequence analysis, and Billari et al.
(2006) emphasized its importance in conjunction with timing and quantum for demographic
life course analysis.
The ﬁve aforementioned aspects are not independent of each other. For example, by changing
the sequencing, we also change the timing. Similarly, changing consecutive times spent in states
implies changes in the within-sequence distribution, and possibly in the sequencing as well.
Likewise, modifying the within-sequence distribution by changing the distinct present states
affects the sequencing and duration. From the reverse point of view, two sequences that are
similar with regard to one aspect may be quite different in terms of another.
In fact, we do not need all ﬁve aspects to characterize a sequence entirely. Specifying the
sequencing (the DSS), the duration of the DSS and at least one time (e.g. the start time of the
sequence) automatically determines the experienced states, their distribution and their time of
occurrence. Likewise, the sequencing and the start time of the successive spells completely deﬁne
the sequence. Therefore, from here on, we essentially focus on sequencing, duration and timing
aspects.
In practice, we compare two sequences by using a measure of dissimilarity to quantify the
level of mismatch between the sequences. The next section reviews existing dissimilarity measures, while stressing their properties and their sensitivity to timing, duration and sequencing.
Among the properties, we shall in particular pay attention to the fulﬁlment of the mathematical conditions of a metric distance. These are required for most applications and especially for sample-based studies. Discrepancy analyses and many clustering algorithms (such as
Ward) require metrics. For instance, the triangle inequality ensures coherence between computed
dissimilarities. Without the triangle inequality, the actual dissimilarity between x and y could
be smaller than the measured dissimilarity d.x, y/ because of a third sequence z. In this case,
the actual dissimilarity would depend on the other sequences in the data set (see, for example,
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Elzinga and Studer (2015). Among other cases, this is problematic in sample-based studies,
where the actual distance depends on whether the z-sequence was drawn or not.
3.

Overview of dissimilarity measures

Table 1 lists the dissimilarities reviewed. The ﬁrst column gives short names, which will be used
later when presenting the results of our empirical evaluations. The dissimilarity measures can
be classiﬁed into three broad classes, as shown in the next three columns:
(a) distances between distributions, ‘Dis’;
(b) measures based on the count of common attributes between sequences, ‘Att’;
(c) edit distances, which measure the cost of the operations that are necessary to transform
one sequence into the other, ‘Edt’.
The next ﬁve columns indicate the properties of the measures. ‘Metric’ denotes measures
fulﬁlling the mathematical conditions of distances. Then, ‘Eucl’ denotes Euclidean distances,
‘T.warp’ denotes measures allowing for a time warp when comparing sequences, ‘S.dep’ denotes
state-dependent measures (i.e. measures that allow for differences between states that can vary)
and ‘Ctxt’ denotes measures that consider the context of the states.
These properties may help to narrow the set of potentially useful distances. For example,
we may want to discard OM with so-called optimized costs, OM(opt), because of the possible
negative values that it can generate. We may also want to discard non-metric measures such
as OM with transition-based costs, OM(trate), localized OM, OMloc, and dynamic Hamming
costs, DHD, with costs derived from transition rates, because of unexpected behaviour that may
result from possible violations of the triangle inequality. In addition, Euclidean distances may
be preferred if we plan to use multi-dimensional scaling. For non-Euclidean distances, multidimensional scaling produces complex co-ordinates that are associated with negative eigenvalues. These (usually ignored) complex co-ordinates reﬂect the distortion that is incurred by
embedding sequences in a Euclidean vector space. Therefore, it may be worth studying these in
further detail (Laub and Müller, 2004).
The last columns in Table 1 show the available tuning parameters. These parameters are
explained in the following subsections, where each measure is brieﬂy described. Here, ‘Subst’
represents the possibility of accounting for state-dependent substitution—or proximity—costs,
with ‘User’ meaning that the costs are set by the user, ‘Data’ that they are data driven and
‘Features’ that they are based on state features. The ‘Indels’ column indicates whether there is a
single state-independent indel cost, ‘Single’, whether state-dependent user-deﬁned indel costs are
allowed, ‘Multiple’, or whether the indel costs are automatically set by the measure itself, ‘Auto’.
Considering state proximities or substitution costs is of special interest when some states
should obviously be considered closer than others. Such distinctions occur, for instance, when
the states are ordinal, such as education level, or result when some states share a higher number
of common attributes than others. The possibility of considering state-dependent substitution
costs is also of interest in the multichannel case. The method that was adopted by Pollock (2007)
for measuring distances between multichannel sequences derives the multichannel costs from
the costs that are available for each individual channel. In this case, the costs generated would
at least vary with the number of channels concerned by the state mismatch. With the same ﬁxed
cost in each channel, for example, the cost will be lower for a difference in one channel only
than for a simultaneous mismatch in two channels.
We now brieﬂy describe each of the dissimilarity measures that are presented in Table 1.
We start by addressing distances between within-sequence state distributions; then we consider
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measures based on the count of common attributes. Lastly, we discuss OM and other related
edit dissimilarities. In addition, we introduce two new distances measures to overcome problems
that are identiﬁed in existing measures as well as three new strategies to deﬁne the costs in
OM.
A more detailed and formalized review of the dissimilarities that are considered here can
be found in Studer and Ritschard (2014). This working paper also provides a more thorough
discussion of the sociological interpretation of the distances.
3.1. Distances between probability distributions
3.1.1. Distances between state distributions
One approach to measuring the dissimilarity between sequences, propounded by adepts of
the French school of data analysis (Deville and Saporta, 1983; Grelet, 2002), focuses on the
longitudinal state distribution within each sequence. In other words, the approach focuses on
the time that is spent in each state within the sequences. The dissimilarity between sequences is
measured by the distance between the distribution vectors by using either the Euclidean distance
or the χ2 -distance. The former accounts for the absolute differences in the proportion of time
spent in the states. The squared χ2 -distance weights the squared differences for each state by the
inverse of the overall proportion of time spent in the state, which, for two identical differences,
places more importance on a rare state than on a frequent state.
This ﬁrst distribution-based measure is, by deﬁnition, sensitive to the time spent in the states.
However, it is insensitive to the order and exact timing of the states. Following Deville and
Saporta (1983), we can overcome this limitation by considering the distribution in K successive—
possibly overlapping—periods. The distance is then equal to the sum of the χ2 -distances for each
period. At the limit, when K is equal to the length of the sequences, the distance corresponds to
a weighted count of mismatching states. The latter case will be very sensitive to non-matching
timings and, as a result, gains some sensitivity to sequencing.
3.1.2. Distance based on conditional distributions of subsequent states
A related measure is deﬁned as the sum of the position-dependent distances computed at successive positions. This measure was proposed by Rousset et al. (2012) to measure the dissimilarity
between sequences describing professional integration trajectories. The aim of the measure is to
stress the similarity of the sequences that are likely to lead to the same future. For example, two
different educational trajectories will be considered similar if they are both likely to lead to the
same stable professional position. Here, the distance between states at position t is itself deﬁned
as the χ2 -distance between the vectors of the (weighted and normalized) transition rates from
the state observed at t to the states observed at the subsequent positions, t + 1, t + 2, : : :. Each
transition rate is weighted by a decreasing function of the time interval to give more importance
to the near future than to the far future when evaluating the distance between the states at
position t.
Since this distance is the sum of positionwise distances, it should be sensitive to non-matching
timings and differences in sequencing. However, we can expect this sensitivity to be smoothed
somewhat by the introduced link to the future.
The χ2 -distances are Euclidean, as is the sum of the Euclidean distances over positions.
Therefore, all three distances are Euclidean and have all the desired mathematical properties.
However, the distances that are deﬁned as the sum of the positionwise distances between states
apply only to pairs of sequences of the same length.
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3.2. Distances based on counts of common attributes
3.2.1. Simple Hamming distance
Hamming (1950) proposed measuring the dissimilarity between two sequences by using the
number of positions with non-matching states—the Hamming distance also corresponds to the
Gower distance with equally weighted states and positions, as considered by Wilson (2006).
Since the Hamming distance proceeds by a positionwise comparison, it applies only to pairs
of sequences of the same length and is very sensitive to timing mismatches. The square root of
the measure is Euclidean and, in its original formulation, is independent of the mismatching
tokens.
3.2.2. Length of the longest common subsequence
The length of the longest common subsequence (LCS) corresponds to the number of elements in
one sequence that can be uniquely matched with elements occurring in the same order in the other
sequence (for example see Bergroth et al. (2000)). Letting A.x, y/ be the number of elements
matching in this way, we obtain the LCS distance by computing dLCS = A.x, x/ + A.y, y/ −
2 A.x, y/. Since the position in the other sequence with which an element is matched varies
with the other sequence, dLCS is not Euclidean. Moreover, since it is not based on positionwise
matches, the LCS distance should not be too sensitive to timing. In this case, we can expect a
stronger dependence on differences in the state distribution and sequencing, especially the order
of the most frequent states and, to a lesser extent, to differences in the consecutive times spent
in the distinct states.
3.2.3. Number of matching subsequences
Elzinga (2003, 2005) introduced a dissimilarity measure based on the number of matching
subsequences, NMS. (A subsequence is obtained by deleting any number of states in a sequence
(Elzinga et al., 2008).) The general idea of the measure is that, the more often a given ordering
of tokens in one sequence is observed in the other sequence, the closer the two sequences are to
each other.
Elzinga and Studer (2015) proposed a generalization of NMS called the subsequence vector
representation-based metric, SVRspell. This distance is based on the matching subsequences between DSS sequences where the matching subsequences are weighted according to their length
and the duration of the spells involved. Two parameters control the behaviour of the measure.
The ﬁrst parameter, a  0, is an exponent for the subsequence length weights. The second parameter, b  0, is an exponent for the spell durations. In addition to these weighting mechanisms,
the subsequence vector representation SVR can account for state proximities.
NMS and SVRspell are Euclidean distances. They should be very sensitive to differences in
sequencing and sensitive to differences in duration. Owing to the duration extension, the original
version increases the number of embeddings of subsequences concerned. The second form does
so by explicitly considering the duration of spells. In contrast, computing NMS between the
DSS sequences, which is equivalent to SVRspell with b = 0, should be insensitive to differences
in timing and duration.
3.3. Optimal matching
Since Andrew Abbott (Abbott and Forrest, 1986; Abbott and Hrycak, 1990) popularized OM
analysis in the social sciences, OM has become the most common way of computing dissimilarities between sequences describing life trajectories. The method borrows from other ﬁelds
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that use similar edit approaches (Kruskal, 1983), such as the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein,
1966) in computer science and sequence alignment in bioinformatics.
3.3.1. Optimal matching principles and special cases
OM measures the dissimilarity between two sequences, x and y, as the minimum total cost of
transforming one sequence, say x, into the other sequence y, by means of indels of tokens or
substitutions between tokens. Each operation is assigned a cost, which may vary with the states
involved.
The costs can be speciﬁed by using a single matrix, denoted as Γ, where the indel costs are
speciﬁed as a substitution with an additional ‘null’ or ‘empty’ state. The OM distance between
the sequences is a metric if Γ deﬁnes a metric between the admissible states (Yujian and Bo,
2007). In other words, the costs should be symmetric, fulﬁl the triangle inequality and be 0
only for the substitution of an element with itself. If the triangle inequality is not satisﬁed, at
least one substitution cost will not make sense, because there will be a path allowing the same
substitution result at a lower cost. Moreover, existing algorithms, such as that of Needleman
and Wunsch (1970), that are used to compute the OM distance all assume that the costs satisfy
the metric properties. Therefore, they could return a solution that does not reﬂect the minimum
cost if these properties are violated. As the solution to a minimization process, the OM distance
cannot be expressed as a kernel and, therefore, is not Euclidean (Elzinga, 2007).
The parameterization of OM by using the costs of the elementary operations makes it a very
ﬂexible dissimilarity measure that can cope with many situations. It deﬁnes a range of distance
measures between two extreme cases (Lesnard, 2010): the generalized Hamming distance and
the Levenshtein II distance. The former is the weighted sum of positionwise mismatches between two sequences (i.e. OM without indels). Like the simple Hamming distance, it should be
mainly sensitive to timing differences. The latter case is the number of indels that are needed
to transform one sequence into the other (i.e. OM without substitutions). Note that, for a
single-indel cost of 1, OM without substitutions (Levenshtein II) is equivalent to OM with
substitution costs of 2 or more, and to the LCS distance. The Levenshtein II distance can be
interpreted as the count of the elements in each sequence that are not involved in the LCS and
should be more sensitive to spell durations and sequencing. OM lies between these two distance
measures and is the sum of two terms: a weighted sum of time shifts (indels) and a weighted
sum of the mismatches (substitutions) remaining after the time shifts. High indel costs render
the dissimilarity extremely time sensitive, whereas low indel costs—with respect to substitution
costs—downplay the importance of time shifts in sequence comparisons. Costs also allow for
state-dependent dissimilarities between sequences.
The OM distance can be thought of as based on the longest partially matched subsequence
(Lesnard, 2010). From a sociological point of view, this partially matched subsequence can be
interpreted as a ‘common backbone’ or ‘common narrative’ between trajectories (Elzinga and
Studer, 2015).
OM has been criticized because of the lack of sociological meaning of the transformation
operations, and their associated costs (Abbott and Tsay, 2000; Abbott, 2000; Levine, 2000; Wu,
2000; Aisenbrey and Fasang, 2010; Lesnard, 2010). Furthermore, the high number of indel and
substitution costs may be seen as an overparameterization (Wu, 2000). Next, we examine the
various methods for setting the costs.
3.3.2. Substitution costs
There are essentially three strategies when choosing substitution costs (e.g. Abbott and Tsay,
(2000) and Hollister (2009)).
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3.3.2.1. Theory-based costs. The ﬁrst strategy is to determine the costs on theoretical
grounds. A priori knowledge often provides an order of magnitude of the similarity of two
states, which allows us to rank possible replacements. To illustrate, assume careers coded by
using the following statuses: Senior Manager, S, Manager, M, and Employee, E. From the
nature of the states, S is closer to M than to E. To reﬂect this hierarchy, we could, for instance,
set the cost of replacing S with E as 1:5 times the substitution cost between S and M. In doing
so, we account for the order between the states, although the exact values that are chosen for
the ratios between the substitution costs remain quite arbitrary.
3.3.2.2. Costs based on state attributes. A solution that was advocated by Hollister (2009)
to make the choice less arbitrary is to specify the list of state attributes on which we want to
evaluate the closeness between states. For example, for professional positions we could consider
the qualiﬁcation required, level of responsibility and degree of precariousness, and for cohabitational statuses we could consider the events that should have been lived to reach each situation.
By specifying the values of the attributes for each state, we can then derive the pairwise substitution costs from the distances between all pairs of attribute vectors. This distance could be the
Euclidean distance when all attributes are numerical. More generally, in the case of nominal,
ordinal and symmetric or asymmetric binary characteristics, or even in the presence of a mix
of variable types, we suggest the use of the Gower (dis)similarity coefﬁcient (Gower, 1971).
Besides explicitly rendering the state comparison criteria, the approach also has the advantage
of generating costs that satisfy the triangle inequality.
3.3.2.3. Data-driven costs. A third strategy is to rely on data-driven methods. Here, a
popular solution is to derive the substitution costs from the observed transition rates. The
idea is to assign higher costs to substituting between states when the transitions between them
are rare, and a low cost when frequent transitions are observed (Rohwer and Poetter, 2005).
However, deriving the substitution costs from the transition rates is questionable, as there is
no reason for transition rates to reﬂect state similarities. For example, ‘single’ and ‘divorced’
may be seen as close states, but, by deﬁnition, we cannot switch from divorced to single. In
addition, switching from single to divorced would suppose that marriage and divorce occur
during the same unit of time, which is highly unlikely. Moreover, in practice, observed transition
rates are generally low and the resulting substitution costs are all close to 2. Therefore, the OM
distances that are based on transition rate costs produce results which are close to those obtained
by using ﬁxed state-independent costs. A solution that generates somewhat higher and more
diversiﬁed transition rates is to consider the transition between the state at t and the state q .> 1/
periods ahead, rather than using the transition between two consecutive time units. Whatever
the time lag q, the transition-rate-based substitution does not ensure that the triangle inequality
holds.
In the spirit of the work of Rousset et al. (2012) that was described earlier, a conceptually
better approach considers the two states a and b to be close when there is a high chance that
both states will be followed by a common state c, q units of time later. In other words, states a
and b are close, when they share a common future. For instance, although switching between
high education and high vocational school is generally unlikely, both states may be seen as
similar because they both have a high probability of leading to a managerial position, and a
relatively low probability of leading to joblessness. We propose to operationalize this idea by
deﬁning the substitution cost between a and b as the χ2 -distance between the cross-sectional
state distributions expected q time units after the occurrence of state a and state b,
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γ.a, b/ =


e∈Σ



p.e+q |a/ − p.e+q |b/

p.e+q |f/

2 1=2
,

.1/

f ∈Σ

where p.e+q |f/ is the probability of moving from f to e over q units of time. Using a negative
q-value, we can similarly determine costs in terms of a common past.
Another method of deriving costs from data was proposed by Gauthier et al. (2009). This
approach is an ‘optimization’ procedure based on methods that are used in biology (e.g. Henikoff
and Henikoff (1992)). The principle is to consider two states as close—and to assign them a
low substitution cost—when they tend to occur jointly in pairs of similar sequences. Similarly,
the method considers them as dissimilar—and assigns them a high cost—when they rarely cooccur in pairs of similar sequences. The method works iteratively. At each step, it successively
computes each cost by keeping the others unchanged and iterates until the costs converge.
Experimenting with the implementation of the method in T-COFFEE (Notredame et al., 2006),
we faced serious issues, such as obtaining negative costs and, as a result, negative dissimilarities.
Therefore, we did not include this method of computing substitution costs in our simulation
study.
3.3.3. indel costs
Despite the importance of indel costs in controlling time warp, choosing indel costs has, with the
noticeable exception of Stovel and Bolan (2004) and Hollister (2009), received far less attention
than substitution costs. Note that Stovel and Bolan (2004) suggested lowering the indel for
incomplete sequences. Such costs that change from one sequence to another would probably
result in dissimilarities that violate the triangle inequality.
3.3.3.1. Single-indel cost.
indel is often seen as a gap insertion operator. Thus, most
applications use the same indel cost, irrespective of the inserted or deleted state. The only choice
then concerns the level of this ﬁxed indel cost. Abbott and Tsay (2000) advocated the use of
a low indel cost and suggested a value in the vicinity of 0:1 times the maximum substitution
cost. However, as pointed out by Hollister (2009), using such a low value ‘throws out much of
the careful consideration a researcher puts into creating substitution costs in the ﬁrst place’,
because an insert and a delete would be used in place of any substitution costing more than
twice the indel cost. For the extended Γ-matrix to fulﬁl the triangle inequality and if we want
indels to serve only to adjust sequence lengths, a unique indel cost cI should be within the range
γmax =2  cI  Lγmax =2, where γmax is the maximum substitution cost and L is the maximum
sequence length.
3.3.3.2. State-dependent indel costs. Little attention has been paid to state-dependent indel
costs. According to Stovel (2001), more exceptional or rare states should be given a higher cost.
Like the resemblance between states, we can determine how exceptional a state is, theoretically,
on the basis of the state’s attributes, or from the data. As a data-driven solution, we propose to
deﬁne the indel cost of state a as a monotonic function—such as a logarithm or square root—of
the inverse of the overall observed frequency of state a or, equivalently, of the inverse mean
time spent in state a. An alternative could be to use the mean time not spent in a. Such datadriven solutions for indel costs avoid the criticisms of transition-rate-based substitution costs.
An alternative to the latter method could be to set substitution costs as the sum of the indels of
the two terms involved.
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3.4. Variants of optimal matching
Despite the high ﬂexibility of OM with state-dependent costs, several researchers (Elzinga, 2003;
Hollister, 2009; Halpin, 2010; Elzinga and Studer, 2015) have pointed out that OM distances
are essentially driven by differences in durations. There are two main reasons for this. First,
sequences in social sciences typically comprise a few long spells. Therefore, the LCSs typically
include these longest spells or long portions of them (Elzinga and Studer, 2015). Second, OM
operations are independently applied on each symbol in the sequence, regardless of the context.
OM weights the insertion of state a in sequence aa and in sequence bb equally. However, in the
ﬁrst case, the insertion affects only the time that is spent in the spell in state a, whereas, in the
second case, it changes the sequencing (Hollister, 2009; Halpin, 2010). Lesnard (2010) observed
that OM does not consider the position (i.e. the age or date) when transformation operations
are applied.
The OM variants that are discussed below aim to make edit operations more context sensitive
by making them depend either on the position in the sequence where the operation applies or
on the surrounding patterns at that position.

3.4.1. Dynamic Hamming distance
State similarities in time-use analyses—e.g. between sleeping and commuting—can hardly be
assumed to remain the same all day, and distinct timings reﬂect important differences in
behaviour. As a result, Lesnard (2010) focused on OM without indels, such as the generalized Hamming distance, and proposed that substitution costs should depend on the position
t in the sequence. He operationalized the idea by deriving the substitution cost at t from the
cross-section of the transition rates observed between t − 1 and t and between t and t + 1.
The dynamic Hamming distance DHD shares the strong timing sensitivity of the Hamming
distance. Several criticisms can be pointed out. First, the criticism of the validity of the transitionrate-based substitution costs applies here also. Second, the number of transition rates to estimate
is very high, potentially worsening overparameterization. Furthermore, if the meaning of a state
a changes with the time when it occurs, a simpler solution could be to consider state a at time t
and state a at time t  = t as two distinct states at and at  .
3.4.2. Localized optimal matching
The OM extension that was proposed by Hollister (2009) aims to make indel costs dependent
on the two adjacent states. The motivation is that inserting or deleting a state that is similar
to its neighbours would change only the length of the spell in that state, without affecting the
sequencing. However, an indel of a state that is different from its neighbours has much more
important consequences and should, therefore, be charged a higher cost.
This localized OM is controlled with two user-deﬁned parameters. The ﬁrst, e, can be interpreted as a spell expansion cost or time warp penalization. The second parameter, g, penalizes
differences with surrounding states measured by the substitution costs. (For indels at one of
the sequence ends, the average between the costs of the substitutions with the two surrounding
states is replaced by the cost of the substitution with the sole adjacent term.) In her experiments, Hollister (2009) obtained the best results with a small shift penalization e and a g close
to 1 − 2e. As long as parameters e and g fulﬁl the constraint 1 − 2e  g, the method also prevents
the OM from using a pair of indels instead of a substitution. Thus, it provides a way to allow
for important time warps while preserving the effectiveness of substitution costs.
By construction, the localized OM should be less sensitive than the classical OM to differences
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in spell length, while being more sensitive to changes in sequencing. However, the localized OM
can generate dissimilarities that do not satisfy the triangle inequality (Halpin, 2014).
3.4.3. Optimal matching sensitive to spell length
The OM sensitive to spell length variant, proposed by Halpin (2010), accounts more explicitly
for the spell length, making indel and substitution costs depend on the spell length. Operations
inside longer spells cost less than those involving shorter spells. More precisely, the costs are
multiplied by a factor of 1=t h , where t is the spell length and 0  h  1 the exponent time weight.
Decreasing the indel cost with the spell length produces the expected effect of favouring indels
in longer spells instead of, for instance, indels that would create or suppress spells. However, the
decrease in the substitution costs with the lengths of the implied spells has the reverse effect of
encouraging the splitting of long spells. These contradicting effects make it difﬁcult to predict
the sensitivity of the measure to spell lengths. Moreover, this dissimilarity does not guarantee
that the triangle inequality holds (Halpin, 2014).
3.4.4. Optimal matching between sequences of spells
To overcome the limitations of the two previous context-sensitive dissimilarities, we propose
to measure the OM distance between sequences of spells. The general idea is to consider, for
each value of t, a spell in state a during t units of time as a distinct element, denoted at , of the
alphabet. Doing so considerably increases the size of the alphabet and, as a consequence, the
number of indel and substitution costs to be considered. However, the number of parameters
can easily be limited if we express the cost cIS .at / of the indel of spell at and the substitution cost
γ S .at1 , bt2 / between spells, at1 and bt2 respectively, in terms of the basic indel and substitution
costs (cI .a/ and γ.a, b/) of the constituent elements, a and b, and a correction factor function
of the spell length. For instance, letting δ  0 be a weight factor for the spell length, the costs
can be deﬁned as
cIS .at / = cI .a/ + δ.t − 1/,

γ S .at1 , bt2 / =

δ|t1 − t2 |
γ.a, b/ + δ.t1 + t2 − 2/

.2/
if a = b,
otherwise:

.3/

The parameter δ is the cost of extending or compressing a sequence by 1 unit of time, and
the substitution between two spells γ S .at1 , bt2 / is the cost of compressing each spell into a
1-unit-long spell, plus the substitution between the two states concerned, a and b. For δ < cI .a/,
inserting an a in an existing spell at costs less than creating a new spell in a. Therefore, the
method favours the expansion (or compression) of existing spells. However, unlike the method
of Halpin, it does not encourage breaking long spells. Moreover, as deﬁned by equations (2)
and (3), the costs cIS .·/ and γ S .·/ satisfy the triangle inequality as long as cI .·/ and γ.·/ satisfy the
inequality. Interestingly, for δ = 0, the OM of spell sequences becomes the OM distance between
the DSS sequences.
The OM between sequences of spells is, by construction, sensitive to differences in the duration
of spells. It is also sensitive to sequencing by considering the DSS sequence and allows some
control for the time warp through the expansion–compression penalty factor δ.
3.4.5. Optimal matching between sequences of transitions
Another way of accounting for the context, as described by Biemann (2011), is to compute
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the OM distances between sequences of transitions. The transitions in a state sequence are
characterized by the two successive long subsequences obtained by joining each state with its
previous state. For example, the transitions in aabb are aa–ab–bb. We could possibly also specify
the start of a sequence by using a transition from the start to the ﬁrst state and, likewise, the
end of the sequence by using a transition to the end state.
As noted by Biemann (2011), by considering transitions instead of the states, we increase the
size of the alphabet considerably and, hence, the number of indel and substitution costs to be
considered. To overcome this limitation, we propose (similarly to the case of sequences of spells)
to express the indel cIB .a → b/ and substitution γ B .a → b, c → d/ costs of transitions in terms
of the indel and substitution costs of states. Considering that a transition a → b comprises an
origin state a and a type of transition (e.g. a transition to the same state or a transition to another
state), we express the cost of inserting or substituting a transition as a linear combination of
respectively the cost of inserting or substituting the origin state and the cost cT .a → b/ of the
transition type concerned. Formally, we deﬁne the indel and substitution costs as follows:
cIB .a → b/ = wcI .a/ + .1 − w/cT .a → b/,
γ .a → b, c → d/ = wγ.a, c/ + .1 − w/ {cT .a → b/ + cT .c → d/},
B

.4/
.5/

with cI .a/ the (possibly normalized) indel cost of the origin state a, cT .a → b/ the transition type
cost, γ.a, c/ the (possibly normalized) substitution cost between the origin states, a and c, and
w ∈ [0, 1] a coefﬁcient that controls the trade-off between the cost that is related to the origin
state and the cost that is related to the type of transition. A simple parameter-free solution
for the cT .a → b/ function is to set it to 0 when a = b, and 1 otherwise. An alternative, which
would make cT .a → b/ state dependent without the need for any additional parameters, is to set
cT .a → b/ as the substitution cost γ.a, b/ between a and b. Both solutions generate costs cIB .·/
and γ B .·/ that satisfy the triangle inequality when the basic costs cI .·/ and γ.·/ themselves verify
the inequality.
The OM of sequences of transitions is, by construction, sensitive to differences in sequencing. With our formulation of the indel and substitution costs of the transitions, we obtain the
classical OM for w = 1, which shares the properties of OM. Otherwise, by reducing w, we can
increase the sensitivity to sequencing. Time warp can be controlled through the origin state
indel cost cI .a/.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Dijkstra and Taris (1995) proposed an interesting distance
measure that should account for some special aspects such as the number and the order of
common states. However, as shown by van Driel and Oosterveld (2001), their algorithm does
not produce the expected results.
4.

Simulation study

So far, we have reviewed a great number of dissimilarity measures between sequences. Moreover,
many dissimilarity measures depend on user-deﬁned parameter values and, thus, deﬁne families
of measures. However, in the end, we face the crucial question of choosing between them.
To help in that choice, this section provides empirical insights on how dissimilarity measures
behave with regard to the three aspects that are relevant to comparing state sequences that
describe life trajectories, namely sequencing, duration and timing. In what follows, we report
the main results from a series of simulation strands.
The simulations reported provide an original view of the ability of the dissimilarity measures
to render differences in each of the sequencing, duration and timing dimensions. In this regard,
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our simulations differ from other attempts to compare dissimilarity measures empirically. Several researchers (for a review, see Halpin (2014) and Robette and Bry (2012)) have analysed
how results—most often the clusters that are derived from the dissimilarity values—change
with each dissimilarity measure used. Such approaches permit us to assess the robustness of
the outcome of the dissimilarity-based analyses against the dissimilarity measure that is used.
However, outcome-oriented simulation analyses do not in stricto sensu provide indications on
the behaviour of the measures, and the generalization of their ﬁndings to other data sets and
analysis methods—clustering algorithms—is subject to debate. The approach by Robette and
Bry (2012), which is based on correlations between dissimilarities computed on artiﬁcial data,
is more illuminating from that point of view. Nevertheless, although the Mantel tests of the
correlations that were used by Robette and Bry prove useful in identifying measures that behave
similarly, they do not specify what the measures are sensitive to.

4.1. Simulation design
The simulation study consists of different strands, each of which studies the sensitivity of the
dissimilarity measures to one of timing, duration or sequencing. Each strand may itself contain
a series of simulations run with different speciﬁcations of the differences tested.
The general principle of each series of simulations is to generate, in a controlled manner,
two groups of sequences that differ in a selected single aspect of interest. In each group, the
characteristic evaluated—sequencing, duration or timing—is kept ﬁxed for all sequences in the
group, whereas the other aspects are changed randomly across the sequences to allow for nonsystematic differences between sequences on these other non-evaluated aspects. Doing so, the
sequences compared differ systematically in the aspect evaluated, but also differ randomly on
all other aspects. Thus, we can evaluate the relative importance that is given by the dissimilarity
measures to the selected aspect in the presence of discrepancies on the others. Hence, we can
evaluate how well each measure renders differences of the aspect studied.
Let us illustrate with an example. To measure the sensitivity to sequencing, we generate two
groups of sequences with a different unique sequencing pattern in each group. Whereas the order
of the states remains identical for all sequences inside a group, the timing and time spent in each
distinct successive state are changed randomly within the groups. Therefore, a dissimilarity
measure that is more sensitive to differences in duration than in sequencing will probably take
similar values for pairs of sequences belonging to the same group as it would for pairs with a
sequence from each of the two groups. In contrast, a measure that is sensitive to sequencing will
typically take higher values for dissimilarities between groups than it would for dissimilarities
within groups.
The sensitivity to the criterion considered is measured with the pseudo-R2 that was deﬁned
in Studer et al. (2011), which measures the proportion of the discrepancy of the sequences
explained by a categorical covariate. In our case, the covariate is the two-group variable. The
discrepancy of the sequences is evaluated from the pairwise dissimilarities in the same way as the
variance of a series of values can be derived from the pairwise differences between the observed
values. A high R2 -value will reﬂect strong sensitivity to the considered systematic difference
between the two groups. In other words, a high R2 means that the measure can discriminate
between the groups. In contrast, a low R2 -value indicates that the measure poorly accounts for
the tested dimension. To ensure stable R2 -values, we generate 1 million sequences per group in
each series of simulations. All simulated sequences are of length 20. Despite the huge number
of sequences, all computations could be done relatively quickly by considering only unique
sequences and weighting them by their counts (Studer, 2013). Each set of 1 million simulated
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Table 2.

Designs for evaluating sensitivity to order, timing and duration of states

Tested dimension

Description

Sequencing

Order patterns controlled in each group, and duration
in each consecutive state left random under the constraint
of the ﬁxed sequence length

Timing

Sequences randomly follow one of the patterns ‘abcde’ or
‘edcba’, and the time point t that the spell in state ‘c’ must
cover is controlled
Sequences randomly follow one of the patterns ‘abc’ or
‘cba’ and duration d of the spell in state ‘b’ is controlled

Duration
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Group 1

Group 2

‘abc’
‘abca’
‘abcda’
‘abca’
‘abab’
‘abc’
‘abc’
‘abcd’
t =7
t = 15

‘cba’
‘acba’
‘adcba’
‘abda’
‘baba’
‘abd’
‘acb’
‘cdab’
t ∈ {9: : : 15}
t ∈ {7: : : 13}

d =4
d = 14

d ∈ {6: : : 14}
d ∈ {4: : : 12}

sequences contained between 80 and 800 unique sequences, except for one set that had around
3000 unique sequences.
For each series of simulations, we obtain an R2d for each considered dissimilarity measure d.
The R2d -values can be compared across dissimilarity measures within each series, where all R2d
are computed on the same set of sequences. However, they are not comparable between series or
strands, since the total variability and the mean R2 differ signiﬁcantly across series. Therefore,
we report the standardized value, namely the score. This score reﬂects the sensitivity of each
dissimilarity measure d in comparison with the overall sensitivity of all measures considered.
The score is positive for dissimilarity measures that are more sensitive than the average to the
tested dimension, and negative otherwise.
4.2. Random-sequence generation
We ran two sets of simulations, each with a different sequence-generating model. For the ﬁrst
set, we generated the state sequences directly. For the second set, we postulated assumptions on
the occurrences of events and then derived the states from these events.
For clarity, and for brevity, we report only a subset of the series of simulations that we tried
(see Studer (2012)). However, the experiments that are reported are representative in that they
render all salient ﬁndings of the complete set of simulations.
4.2.1. State-based generating process
The direct generating process is based on the duration-stamped spell representation of sequences.
It ﬁrst determines the sequence x = .x1 , : : : , xldss / of the ldss DSS, and then the durations t =
.t1 , : : : , tldss / of the successive distinct states. The order—the DSS—is chosen randomly from a
list of possible sequencings, and the durations are set randomly assuming uniform distributions.
For each series, the control of the aspect tested is achieved by means of constraints on the
generating process.
We report three strands of state-based simulations, the characteristics of which are summarized in Table 2. Each strand comprises several series of simulations. The ﬁrst strand evaluates
the sensitivity to sequencing by completely controlling the order in each of the two groups in
each series.
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Table 3.

Designs for evaluating sensitivity to a random change of state

Description

Order pattern

State change in group 2

Controlled order pattern and random durations:
sequences in the second group derived from the
sequences of the ﬁrst group by randomly
changing one of their elements

‘abc’
‘abc’ or ‘cba’
‘abc’
‘abc’ or ‘cba’

Anywhere
Anywhere
Start or end of spells
Start or end of spells

Table 4. Simulations evaluating the sensitivity to the order and timing of events,
and to duration between events
Simulation

Description

Order
Timing

Random-occurrence times
Date e1 of event 1 is ﬁxed

Duration

Fixed duration between events
e1 and e2

Group 1

Group 2

e 1 < e2
e1 = 4
e1 = 14
e 2 − e1 = 2
e2 − e1 = 12

e1 > e 2
e2 ∈ {6: : : 14}
e2 ∈ {4: : : 12}
e2 − e1 ∈ {4: : : 12}
e2 − e1 ∈ {2: : : 10}

The second strand evaluates the sensitivity to timing. The order patterns are selected randomly
and the durations are set randomly, while controlling the start of the spell in state c in each of
the two groups. Several series of simulations are run with varying differences in the time point
where we impose to be in state c between the two groups. Finally, the third strand evaluates the
sensitivity to duration by controlling the total consecutive amount of time spent in a given state
for each group.
We ran an additional strand of simulations to evaluate the sensitivity of the measures to small
perturbations (Table 3). The same order is retained for the two groups but, in group 2, the
sequences are perturbed by randomly changing the state of an element in the sequence, either
for any element or for one element among those at the junction of two successive spells.
4.2.2. Event-based generating process
The aim of this second group of simulations is to evaluate the sensitivity of the measures to the
underlying events that provoke the change in states.
We consider the occurrences of successive events and deﬁne the consequent new state after
each event. In our simulations, we consider three events. Each sequence is then characterized
by when each of the events e1 , e2 and e3 occurs. The sequences are simulated by generating the
times of occurrence with an independent uniform distribution over the period of observation
for each of the three events.
Three strands of event-based simulations are considered. The ﬁrst evaluates the sensitivity to
the order that events occur. Here, we impose the restriction that the ﬁrst event occurs before the
second event in group 1, and after the second event in group 2. The second strand evaluates the
sensitivity to the timing of the events by controlling the occurrence of event 1 in each group.
To evaluate the sensitivity to the duration between two events, in the last strand, we control the
elapsed time between the ﬁrst two events. The time of occurrence of the third event is left as
random in all cases. Table 4 summarizes the simulations.
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Table 5.

Distances included in the simulation study

Distance

Conﬁgurations

Distribution based

Hamming
OM
Localized OM (OMloc)
Spell-length-sensitive OM (OMslen)
OM of spell sequences (OMspell)
OM of transition sequences (OMstran)
Number of matching subsequences (NMS)
Subsequence vectorial representation (SVRspell)
Table 6.
Label
K
i
sm†
e
w
ti
a
b, h
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EUCLID(K = 1) (Euclidean), CHI2(K = 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20),
(χ2 -distance between distributions within K periods),
CHI2fut (metric based on distributions of subsequent
states)
HAM (simple and generalized Hamming)
DHD (dynamic Hamming)
OM, OM(i = 1:5), OM(trate), OM(indelslog), OM(indels),
OM(future)
OMloc(e = 0, 0:1, 0:25, 0:4)
OMslen(h = 1, i = 1, 1:5, 5), OMslen(i = 1, 1:5, 5)
OMspell(e = 0, 0:1, 0:5, 1), OMspell(e = 0, 0:1, 0:5, 1, i = 2)
OMstran(w = 0, 0:1, 0:5), OMstran(i = 1:5, w = 0:1, 0:5),
OMstran(i = 5, tm=sm, w = 0:1, 0:5),
OMstran(tm=raw)
NMS
SVRspell(b = 0, 1, 2, 3), SVRspell(b = 0, 1, 2, 3, a = 1)

Meaning of parameters
Description
Number of intervals used to compute χ2 - and Euclidean distances
indel cost (single cost of 1 when not speciﬁed)
Substitution cost (single cost of 2 when not speciﬁed): trate (derived from transition rates), indelslog
(derived from log-state-frequency-based indel costs), indels (derived from inverse state-frequencybased indel costs), future (common future), ec (based on count of non-shared experienced events)
Spell expansion cost (for OMspell and OMloc)
Weight of origin state versus transition-type trade-off
Transition indel costs (single cost of 1 when not speciﬁed): sm (based on substitution costs), raw
(Biemann’s method)
Subsequence length weight exponent (0 when not speciﬁed)
Spell duration weight exponent for SVRspell and OMslen respectively (when not speciﬁed, b = 1 and
h = 0:5)

†For brevity ‘sm=’ will be omitted and therefore OM arguments without the ‘=’ sign should be interpreted as
values of the sm argument.

When comparing event-based sequences, we can, for state-dependent measures, deﬁne the
state dissimilarities—substitution costs—by using the number of unshared underlying events.
For example, the substitution cost between state ‘has experienced event e2 only’ and state ‘has
experienced all three events’ is 2, since two events distinguish these states. We use this principle
to test the behaviour of measures parameterized with features-based costs.
4.3. Analysed dissimilarity measures
Most of the dissimilarity measures that are described in Table 1 have been included in the
simulation study. For distances that can be parameterized, we consider a selection of parameter
conﬁgurations to explore the effect of the parameters and the range of behaviour that can be
covered. The complete list of dissimilarity measures and parameter conﬁgurations studied in
the simulations is given in Table 5. The meanings of the parameters that are shown in Table 5
and in the following ﬁgures are speciﬁed in Table 6.
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CHI2
CHI2fut
DHD
EUCLID
HAM
NMS
OM
OMloc
OMslen
OMspell
OMstran
SVRspell

HAM
DHD
D

OMslen(i=5)
(i=5)

OMstran(i=5, w=0.5)

EUCLID(K=20)
EUCLID(K=20
20)
OMslen(i=5,
=5, h=1)
h

CHI2fut

EUCLID(K=5)
EU
E

SVRspell(b=1, a=1)
CHI2(K=20)

SVRspell(b=2,
a=1)
SVRs
(b

CHI2(K=5)
SVRspell(b=3,
SV
S
VR
3, a=1)
=1

OMslen(i=1.5,
OMslen(i=1
(i=1.5,
1 5 h=1)

NMS

0

OMloc(e=0)

SVRspell(b=3)
pe b=

OMspell(e=0.1,
OM
ll( 0 1 i=2)
i=2)
2)

an(w=0.1))
OMstran(w=0.1)
OMspell(e=0.5,
OMspell
Mspell(e=
=0.5, i=2)
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Scores for state-based simulations

4.4. Results
Detailed results for each series of simulations are provided as an on-line appendix. Here, we
summarize the outcome of the study by opposing the mean scores that are achieved by each
measure for the simulations of the ‘sequencing’ strand to the mean scores that are obtained for the
temporality—‘timing’ and ‘duration’—strands on one side, and the duration scores to the timing
scores on the other. (The mean temporality scores are computed as the average between the mean
timing and mean duration scores, and the mean scores that are reported have been standardized.)
The duration and timing axes roughly correspond to the ﬁrst two robust principal components
(Todorov and Filzmoser, 2009) that were found in Studer (2012). However, unlike principal
components, the axes here are deﬁned independently from the data. They also have a clearer
interpretation. The ﬁrst axis is deﬁned as the temporality score minus the mean sequencing
score. Therefore, it is oriented such that higher sensitivity to sequencing appears on the left and
higher sensitivity to temporality dimensions appears on the right. The second axis is deﬁned
with higher sensitivity to durations at the bottom and higher sensitivity to timing at the top.
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Scores for event-based simulations

Results from the state-based group of simulations are displayed graphically in Fig. 1 and the
results for the event-based group are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 reports the results for sensitivity
to a random change of one token in the sequence. In each ﬁgure, the position of the measures
should be interpreted relatively to the others and does not reﬂect an absolute level of sensitivity.
In order not to overload Figs 1–3 with too many points, the results for each family of measures
is represented by the smallest polytope covering the scores that were obtained for the various
parameterizations tested. The labels of inner points have been omitted and only those of conﬁgurations that are associated with the vertices of the polytope are displayed. A large polytope
area, such as that for OMstran—OM of transitions—in Fig. 1 indicates that the measure allows
for very different sensitivities through its parameterization.
We can observe that the measures are distributed within a triangle in Figs 1 and 2. This
(unsurprisingly) reﬂects a higher contrast between duration and timing sensitivities between
measures that are sensitive to temporal aspects—on the right—than among measures that are
primarily sensitive to the sequencing—on the left. A noticeable general outcome in Fig. 2 is that
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Sensitivity to a random change of state versus sensitivity to sequencing

considering explicit information on the state proximities can signiﬁcantly affect the behaviour
of the measure (e.g. HAM(ec) lies far from HAM).
4.4.1. Results by distance families
Here, we examine each considered family of dissimilarity measures in more detail. Figs
4(a)–12(a) and Figs 4(b)–12(b) respectively give the position that each family occupies in Figs
1 and 2.
4.4.1.1 Distribution-based distances. Unsurprisingly, dissimilarity measures based on differences between distributions over the whole period (K = 1) appear to be the most sensitive to
durations (Fig. 4). They are also the least sensitive to differences in sequencing, with R2 s close
to 0. The χ2 -distance CHI2(K = 1) is, among all distances considered, the most sensitive to
duration differences for rare states, whereas the Euclidean distance EUCLID(K = 1) is the most
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sensitive to differences for states with high durations. When K increases, the sensitivity of the
χ2 - measure shifts from duration to timing. For K equal to the sequence length (here, 20), CHI2
receives scores that are similar to those of the Hamming family regarding timing but maintains
some sensitivity to differences in durations. The detailed results in the on-line appendix show
that the positionwise χ2 -distance ranks better as a time-sensitive measure for small time changes
than for large differences in timing. Here, CHI2fut—itself a positionwise measure—is closer to
the positionwise CHI2 than are CHI2-versions with a smaller K.
4.4.1.2. Hamming. All variants of the Hamming distance lie in the top right-hand quadrant, meaning that they are speciﬁcally sensitive to timing differences (Fig. 5). They are slightly
less insensitive to differences in sequencing than overall distribution-based distances. This is
because sequencing is partly determined from the start and end states, especially when, as in
our generated sequences, the number of transitions remains low. The neutral position of HAM
and DHD on the vertical timing–duration scale for the event-based sequences is a consequence
of the much higher timing sensitivity that is reached by HAM(ec) by using event-based substitution costs. The HAM- and DHD-scores are low relative to the HAM(ec)-score. From the
simulations, the time varying costs of the DHD-metric seem to relax the strong time sensitivity
of pure Hamming distance somewhat. As with the positionwise χ2 -distances, the Hamming
distances rank better as time-sensitive measures for small time changes than for large time
differences.
4.4.1.3. Optimal matching.
The family of OM distances lies on the right of the plot,
which conﬁrms the low sensitivity to differences in sequencing, as pointed out, for instance, by
Elzinga (2003), Hollister (2009) and Halpin (2010) (Fig. 6). As expected, we also observe that
OM with high indel costs—relative to substitution costs—is more sensitive to timing differences
(remember that HAM is OM with an arbitrarily high indel cost). Further, lowering the indel
cost increases the sensitivity to duration and seems to reduce the insensitivity to sequencing
at the same time. As expected, the scores for OM with data-driven substitution costs remain
very close to those with a single state-independent cost of 2, the variation in position being
essentially determined by the ratio between indel and substitution costs. For example, the datadriven costs of OM(future)—the unlabelled point inside the OM area slightly below the vertical
splitting line—are low in comparison with those used in other OM versions, which, for the same
indel value, increase the indel/substitution cost ratio. This explains why OM(future) lies higher
in the plot. As also expected, deriving substitution and indel costs from the state frequencies
renders OM more sensitive to changes in the duration of rare events (see Fig. 3). Using the
logarithm of inverse frequencies seems a better choice than raw inverse frequencies that make
OM too sensitive to rare events and small perturbations. Costs that are derived from the count of
non-shared lived events, ec, reduce the sensitivity to duration and ensure that more importance
is placed on timing differences. Interestingly, in all our simulations, OM(ec) and OM(ec, i = 1:5)
receive the same scores as HAM(ec). The reason for this is that the substitution costs are so low
globally that indels costing 1 or more are never used.
4.4.1.4. Localized optimal matching. The distances of the localized OM family are, with a
few exceptions in the case of costs based on the count of non-shared events, in the lower portion
of the plots (Fig. 7). The horizontal position is determined by the expansion cost e. In this case,
lower values of e mean that the position is further to the left, with the measure becoming highly
insensitive to temporality as e approaches 0. For some simulation strands, the part of R2 for
timing differences that is accounted for by the measure becomes negative. This means that, with
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(a)

Fig. 4.

(b)

Distribution-based distances: (a) state; (b) event

HAM

HAM(ec)

DHD

DHD HAM

(a)

Fig. 5.

Hamming distance: (a) state; (b) event

Fig. 6.

OM: (a) state; (b) event

(a)

(b)

(b)

OMloc, we can obtain a total within-group discrepancy that is greater than the overall ‘OMloc’discrepancy. This is a consequence of the violation of the triangle inequality and makes OMloc
especially unsuited to distinguishing between groups of sequences with different timings.
4.4.1.5. Spell-length-sensitive optimal matching. As expected by Halpin (2010), OMslen
appears to be less sensitive to differences in durations than classic OM (Fig. 8). However, here
again, for several simulation strands (related to timing, duration and random perturbation) we
obtained negative R2 s when h = 1.
4.4.1.6. Optimal matching of spells. The family of OMspell distances is around a line going
from right to left from OM (i.e. classic OM with a single substitution cost) to OM of the DSS
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.

Localized OM: (a) state; (b) event

Fig. 8.

Spell-length-sensitive OM: (a) state; (b) event

(a)

(a)

Fig. 9.
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(b)

(b)

OM of spells: (a) state; (b) event

sequences, the latter corresponding to OMspell (e = 0) (Fig. 9). A high expansion cost e makes
the measure more sensitive to temporality, whereas low values of e give more importance to
sequencing. The sensitivity to temporality is attributable primarily to duration rather than to
timing.
4.4.1.7. Optimal matching of transitions. The family of OM distances between sequences
of transitions covers the largest range of sensitivity combinations (Fig. 10). Sensitivity to temporality increases with the value of the origin–transition trade-off parameter w. Recall that,
for w = 1, OMstran is equivalent to classic OM. Lowering the value of w signiﬁcantly increases
the sensitivity to sequencing. As with classic OM, the vertical position is driven mainly by the
indel/substitution cost ratio. However, we can observe that the effect of the ratio becomes smaller
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(a)

Fig. 10.

OM of transitions: (a) state; (b) event

Fig. 11.

NMS: (a) state; (b) event

(a)

(b)

(b)

as w decreases; in other words, when more importance is given to the transition type than to
the origin states.
4.4.1.8. NMS. The NMS-distance occupies a neutral position near the centre of the
plots (Fig. 11). Such neutral positions result in other distances exhibiting balanced positive
sensitivity to sequencing, temporality and duration. However, this is not so for NMS, which
appears to be virtually insensitive to each of them. For instance, in Fig. 3, we observe that
NMS is the least sensitive distance to ordering. Counterintuitively, the measure receives its
best scores for sensitivity to timing. This strange behaviour is a consequence of the extremely
low proportion of subsequences that match among the huge number of subsequences in each
sequence. The NMS-measure exhibits the expected sensitivity to sequencing when applied to
the DSS sequences, which corresponds to SVRspell (b = 0).
4.4.1.9. SVRspell. The family of SVRspell-distances—also based on matching subsequences—does not suffer from the NMS lack of sensitivity to our three relevant aspects (Fig.
12). The position of the measure is essentially linked to the spell duration exponent weight,
b. For b = 0 and a = 0, the SVRspell distance becomes the NMS-distance between the DSS
sequences. This is the conﬁguration that is the most sensitive to sequencing. Increasing b makes
the measure more sensitive to temporality. Overall, and contrary to what we expected, SVRspell
lies in the top half of the state-based simulation plot and, therefore, looks more sensitive to
timing differences than to differences in durations. However, this behaviour is not conﬁrmed
by the event-based simulations. The effect of the a-parameter that determines the weight that
is given to the length of the matching subsequences remains unclear, but limited. From Fig. 3,
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(b)

SVRspell: (a) state; (b) event

we observe that the SVRspell-measures are, after the χ2 -measures, the most sensitive to small
random perturbations.
4.4.2. Small random perturbations.
The sensitivity to small random perturbations is shown in Fig. 3, where the scores for a random
change of one token in each sequence are plotted against sequencing scores. We observe that the
basic Euclidean and χ2 -distances are, regardless of the breakdown of the covered time interval
into periods, quite insensitive to differences in ordering. The χ2 -distance appears to be, in our
simulations, much more sensitive to small perturbations than the basic Euclidean distance is.
If we exclude the χ2 -distance, we observe that parameterizations that make measures more
sensitive to ordering at the same time render them more sensitive to small perturbations. The
linear correlation between the ordering scores and the scores for random perturbation of all
except χ2 -measures is 0.8.
5.

Choosing the right dissimilarity measure

The aim of this section is to provide guidelines on choosing from among the many different
possibilities of measuring dissimilarity between sequences. The choice is difﬁcult because it
typically is multicriterial. For instance, in the retained social science framework, we expect
the measure to reﬂect differences in timing, duration and sequencing. From our theoretical
knowledge and empirical evidence on the behaviour of the various dissimilarity measures, there
is no measure that dominates all others in all three dimensions of interest.
However, some distance measures are not recommended, on the basis of our study. These
are the NMS-distance, OMloc (the localized OM) and OMslen (the spell-length-sensitive OM).
NMS lacks sensitivity to all three aspects, OMloc has strange behaviour resulting from the
violation of the triangle inequality and OMslen has counterintuitive and, hence, unexpected behaviour. Although these three measures have interesting characteristics, there are alternatives—
SVR for NMS, OMstran for OMloc and OMspell for OMslen—that share similar aims without
suffering from their drawbacks. Further, remember that we discarded the so-called ‘optimization cost’ method that was proposed by Gauthier et al. (2009) because of serious mathematical
problems that could lead to negative dissimilarities.
Deriving substitution costs from transition rates—OM(trate)—adds complications and could
possibly generate violations of the triangle inequality. Moreover, as shown by the simulations,
OM(trate) provides results that are very close to those of OM with a single state-independent
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substitution cost. The same holds for DHD, which produces results that are similar to the
simple Hamming distance HAM. In contrast, when states are structurally organized, as in
our event-based simulations, taking this information on the relationships between states into
account—the ec-cases—can drastically change the outcomes. Together with the questionable
justiﬁcation linking substitution costs to transition rates, these remarks advocate against using
such transition-rate-based methods.
Now, the choice between the remaining solutions will depend on what the researcher is interested in. For instance, when studying the destandardization of family life, the focus may be
on changes in the order of successive family life events, in changes in the age at which people
experience events such as marriage or the birth of the ﬁrst child, or changes in durations, such
as the time to the birth of the ﬁrst child after the ﬁrst union.
If the focus is on changes in sequencing, measures that are highly sensitive to sequencing
should be preferred. Good choices are OMstran—OM of transitions—with low weight (i.e. a
low w-value) on the state of origin, OMspell—OM of spells—with low expansion cost e and
SVRspell—the subsequence vectorial representation metric—with low b spell length weight.
One of the differences between these three measures is the sensitivity to small perturbations.
If we are interested in these small differences, such as small spells of unemployment, SVRspell
should be used. In contrast, OMstran appears to be less sensitive to this aspect, whereas OMspell
shows an intermediary position. Classic OM is deﬁnitely not suited to measuring differences in
sequencing.
If we are interested in explaining changes in timing, then we need measures that are sensitive to
timing. Positionwise measures, such as those of the Hamming family, are the most time sensitive.
Using the CHI2- and EUCLID-distances with the number of periods K equal to the sequence
length is also a solution. This K-parameter offers the advantage of allowing a smooth relaxation
of exact timing alignment. This can also be achieved by expressing the Hamming distance as
an OM distance with a high indel value, then progressively lowering the indel value. CHI2 is
especially interesting when we want to stress the importance of changes involving rare states.
With regard to duration, the CHI2- and EUCLID-distances with K set as 1 are recommended
when the interest is primarily in the distribution over the entire period. If the importance of
spell lengths needs to be stressed, then OMspell with a high expansion cost would be better.
Indeed, LCS and the classic OM distance should also reﬂect dissimilarities in spell durations
reasonably well. Distances of the Hamming, SVRspell- and OMtrans-families are less suited to
focusing on differences in spell durations.
Whereas the choice of a dissimilarity measure is relatively easy when the focus remains limited
to a single dimension, the choice becomes more difﬁcult when we want to consider differences
in two or three dimensions simultaneously. Measures such as OMstran, OMspell and SVRspell,
which can cover a large mix of sensitivities, look interesting in this multifocus context, as they
allow control of the trade-off between the various dimensions.
In many applications, we may be interested in speciﬁc differences that are attributable to each
of the timing, duration and sequencing aspects, rather than needing to consider them simultaneously. It could then be useful to use three different dissimilarity measures: one sensitive to
timing, one to duration and one to sequencing. This would allow us to identify distinctions
stemming from each aspect by comparing the analysis outcomes that are obtained from each
measure. For example, when studying the long-term consequences of professional integration
trajectories, we would probably look at differences between the trajectories of those who reach
stable professional situations and those who stay more vulnerable. Finding greater differences
with sequencing-sensitive measures than with timing or duration-sensitive measures would indicate that the effect of the unemployment policy depends more on the order in the trajectory
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than on temporality. Similarly, when studying differences in family formation trajectories across
birth cohorts, we should be able to determine whether differences are due primarily to changes in
sequencing. This may reﬂect, for instance, the emergence of new stages, such as ‘cohabiting couples’. We could also determine whether changes are due to timing differences, perhaps resulting
from the postponement of events such as marriage or childbirth, or due to differences in spell durations, such as duration of marriage or the delay between marriage and the birth of the ﬁrst child.
Running cluster analyses with different dissimilarity measures should also allow us to determine whether the trajectories are primarily structured by timing, duration or sequencing
differences. To achieve this, we compare cluster quality measures such as the average silhouette
width of the different partitions that are obtained. In a discrepancy analysis, comparing outcomes that are obtained with different measures may also help to identify which covariates best
explain sequencing differences, and which best explain timing and duration differences.
However, it is worth recalling that the different dimensions are not completely independent
from each other. Therefore, we may observe only minor differences between outcomes that are
obtained with different measures. Nevertheless, the use of multiple measures can provide interesting information about borderline cases. For instance, we could learn that a given trajectory looks
more like a type A in terms of sequencing, and more like a type B from a timing point of view.

6.

Conclusion

Dissimilarity-based sequence analysis has gained much popularity in life course studies in recent
years. Although OM remains the most used dissimilarity measure, many other ways of measuring
dissimilarity exist. Thus, the researcher faces the difﬁcult task of choosing a suitable measure for
her or his research objectives. Our structured and critical review of current measures, together
with our simulation study of the behaviour of many of these variants, are intended to help to
make this choice.
This review is original in several respects. First, it is speciﬁcally oriented towards the ability
of the measures to render timing, duration and sequencing differences, which are important in
life course studies. Second, it pays attention to the often overlooked mathematical properties of
the dissimilarity measures, showing, for instance, that measures that can potentially violate the
triangle inequality may exhibit unexpected behaviour. Third, the review covers a unique list of
measures.
In this study, we also proposed new distance measures and original strategies to set the costs
in OM. OM between sequences of spells has proven to be valuable, notably when considering
duration and sequencing. Our reformulation of the OM of the sequences of transitions that was
introduced by Biemann (2011) also gave good results in the simulations, covering a wide range
of sensitivities depending on the parameters. The strategies that we proposed to set the costs in
OM include data-driven indel costs based on state frequencies, state property-based costs by
using the Gower distance and common future-based substitution costs.
A few aspects that were not addressed in this study deserve mention here. For example, we
did not study the ability of the dissimilarity measures to cope with sequences of unequal length,
or to cope with missing elements in the sequences. Further, we did not consider normalized
distances. A ﬁner comprehension of how dissimilarity measures behave in these situations is
still needed, and we plan to run such a study using a simulation design that is similar to that
described here.
To conclude, note that the entire set of dissimilarity measures that were studied with simulated
sequences were implemented in the TraMineR R package.
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